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About This Game

Defeat famous opponents in musical duels. Immense yourself in fantastic story of Frederic's endeavors. Catch all the Easter
Eggs and subtle parodies hidden in the background. Practice your skills until perfection and become the Master of the Piano.

The world of music is once again threatened. The art of soulful music, the kind that touches your heart, is in grave danger of
disappearance. The evil forces that you fought so bravely are back! And they are even more powerful and desperate. Once again

you'll need to step into Frederic Chopin's shoes and face opponents that have only one agenda - to enslave the musical world,
mass produce soulless artists with their same-sounding radio hits, and reap enormous profits, hindering any creativity in the

process.

- 10 challenging musical duels with some of the most renown pop stars
- 10 fantastic, catchy tracks, inspired by Frederic Chopin's composition and different music genres.

- Quirky story with tons of parody and twists
- Extremely easy to get to, but hard to master gameplay

- Hand-painted animated comic
- Achievements and leaderboards
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I found the intro video quite cringey but once it was time to play the tutorial it suprised me, the artwork is fabulous, the controls
are spot on, on some levels it's challenging but over all it's worth getting for a few bucks.. "Destroy me you behave at the end of
which you will not exist."-Other Tanks

10\/10 best port from xbox one X. Really, really "dated". And it only came out yesterday!

  A solid 35.3 MBs of stone-cold un-a-maze-ing mediocrity, that probably would'a bored the bejesus out of eight-year-olds back
in the early 80s. Anyone who bothers to play all sixty levels gets a free pass into Heaven when they die, and receives one o' them
bright, shiny "halo" thingies as a bonus.

  For the rest of us: alright for a half-hour and a handful of Achievements, I guess. And you gotta love a game that only has four
buttons to learn (literally WASD to move).

  Actually, who am I kidding? I'll probably slowly dawdle my way through to 100% Achievements - it can't be much more than
an hour long, anyway - and still wind up in Hades at the end of it all. Such is life.

  Verdict: 5.5\/10 (the extra .5 is for the admittedly awesome two-track soundtrack, which is honestly what I bought the game
for in the first place. What can I say? I'm a sad, sad soundtrack junkie, boys and girls...whatever you do, DON'T turn out like
me)!

UPDATE: Okay, so I just aced it. It's fine, really, and actually has some mildly clever later level design that plays upon players
expectations from earlier levels (i.e. red herrings). Definitely no great shakes, but perfectly worthy of the price being asked. I'll
up the Verdict a smidgen in accordance.

Revised Verdict: 6\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). Absolutely useful program. It also does not cost a thousand dollars. Been looking solid non mobile app program for a
long time that would be an alternative to daz and poser. This is it. If you are primarily looking for muscle/lighting reference for
pure drawing this is a great program. Comes with lots of poses built in and both female and male bodies that have a muscle
slider. Other types of people besides meso morphs (obese or thin) or animal models would be an excellent addition but are not
available from what ive looked at. Only have had a few minutes to play with it so far but I can see it will become a valued tool in
my box already. For the price its an excellent product.. Great experience.
Considering buying the series.. Not recommend can't play as Spice Girls
. I like it, a nice simple relaxing game for a chill stream or just casual playing
Definately give it a try it's fun.. it's just♥♥♥♥♥. A really great game which, on the outside, may look like a match-3 game but
is much more innovative than that. Blocks have arrows on them and matching three of them will send a stream in the direction
of those arrows. You change the arrow's direction on each block in order to chain matches and keep combos going. There's
heaps of variation, too, with each story level having win conditions and lose conditions. Lots of modifying blocks and
environments like stone and glass blocks and water which is continuously pushing blocks upwards. There are some co-op modes
and competitive multiplayer which I didn't really take a look at but there's more than enough in here in terms of singleplayer.. A
nifty idea. But this game doesn't deliver the down-tempo experience that the description states. Unlike Osmos or Eufloria (true
down-tempo indie games), there is never a single second of time when you can sit back and enjoy this game's atmosphere while
watching your plans unfold.

Zen Bound is basically a game of fidgeting and fighting with the controls until you get your desired result. The lack of a "z-axis"
control means you don't get all the control you want, and instead this is 90% frustration, 10% grim satisfaction. There is no
euphoria, no "a ha" moment in this game.

Presentation is attractive, and the sound is very good, too. But I do not recommend this game, even at the $2.50 price point that I
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very nice game. nice movie - but the pictures are crap; one of the "hackers" had opened a WordPress-webside manager?!. It's
the one. Brilliant! Perfect game I've ever seen.
Nowadays It is so rare playing with true interest till the end.
Usually it gets boring and we just quit or forcing ourselves to finish it and play smth else.
But it's not about this game! I have enjoyed it in one go!
There are 5 campaigns with the best tactics which hard to describe. Better just try.
Etherlords II is unique. It's definitely RPG but with a twist. It has not only turn-based elements, but card system.
And here I've watched the end video of last campaign second time. That's it...
Although it feels a little bit blue. Yeah, I wanna more!. nice game, huge potential...... but just too damn hard! C'mon, guys,
make it easier and more interesting! Please!. A decent game, but I can not recommend it because the price is too high. I got this
game for free and that's what I suggest you to do as well. Try to get this for free in a giveaway or when it is on a sale.

I rate this game  5/10 .
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